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Starting from this spring, SPIDI 
is collaborating with its European network 
of dealers to launch SPIDI Test and Ride. 

As part of our vision to constantly 
improve motorcycling experiences, 

SPIDI is giving away the 4Season Suit 
to a selection of determined riders.

Riders are invited to travel across Europe, 
testing the suit whilst sharing 

their journey on Instagram. 

SPIDI invites you to join us on 
this journey, partner up with riders, 

share great stories and discover 
new territories. 

TEST 
AND 
RIDE

TESTANDRIDE.COM

SPIDI TEST AND RIDE 2019

http://www.testandride.com/?page_id=6&lang=en
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PROMOTED KIT

The campaign promotes 
the 4Season Suit, ideal 
for riding 365 days a year. 
The 3-in-1 jacket system 
enables riders to adapt to 
changing weather conditions, 
making the 4Season Suit 
an unstoppable touring 
companion.

Learn more:
spidi.com/4season-suit

Kit includes

4SEASON JACKET
AND PANTS

H2OUT
MEMBRANE

THERMO
LINER

FORCE-TECH 
PROTECTORS

4SEASON SUIT

https://www.spidi.com/eu_en/4season-suit-26.html
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CAMPAIGN OVERVIEW

DEALER GUIDELINES

Selection Journey Reward

Riders who wish to participate in 
the selection to test the 4Season 

suit during a trip will have to 
register at testandride.com

 During the journey 
riders share photos 
and review the suit 

on Instagram. 

At the end of the journey 
riders will be allowed to keep the 

suit and one lucky rider will be 
named SPIDI Brand Ambassador.

1. To participate in the campaign, the dealer will need to purchase at least 
four 4Season kits (man/woman of any colour).

2. The dealer will help find participating riders, directing suitable candidates 
to the online campaign and registration form (testandride.com).

3. For each dealer one rider will be selected by SPIDI and will receive a free kit 
before starting the journey. (For this kit the dealer will receive the financial offset 
at the end of the campaign).

4. The selected rider will receive a confirmation email. The rider will be asked 
to present themself to the dealer within a specific time frame to confirm
their participation and collect the suit. 

5. During the campaign the dealer is required to post specific 
campaign highlights (see page 8 for details).

BENEFITS

Visibility Best Dealer

Greater Client Reach

Participating dealers will be listed 
on the official SPIDI website.

The dealer with the Best Rider will win
€ 1000 in gross purchase value.

By participating in the campaign dealers will 
have the chance to expand their client base.

http://www.spidi.com/eu_en/testandride 
http://www.spidi.com/eu_en/testandride 
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Adventure Riders

Social Media Influence High Social Media Activity

Country Crossing Journey
Long distance riders are most 
suitable for this campaign.

Selected riders should have a 
substantial amount of followers 
on Instagram.

Riders are required to post at least 
nine times throughout the journey, 
using the required tags and mentions.

A minimum distance of 1500km 
is required, crossing at least two 
countries within Europe. 

RIDER REQUIREMENTS

Extra Riders
30% discount on the 
4Season kit for a passenger 
or accompanying rider.

If riders fulfill the neccessary 
requirements, the suit is officially 
given for free.

The most active and adventurous rider will 
be named SPIDI Brand Ambassador and will 
have the opportunity to experience new 
adventures with the support of SPIDI.

4SEASON Giveaway

Best Rider

BENEFITS
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IN-STORE 
In-store advertising material 
includes a printed panel advert, 
a leaflet, and a strut card.

MARKETING PACK
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DIGITAL
Digital advertising material 
includes images and teasers 
for Instagram. 

*The assets to be posted according to 
the Social Media Calendar.

MARKETING PACK
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1 
Campaign Promotion
Post the provided digital assets 
to attract riders.

2 
Journey Start
Re-post one image with the 
traveler receiving the suit.

3 
Journey Highlights
Re-post at least three highlights 
of the traveler’s journey. 

4
Journey End
Re-post one image at the end of 
the traveler’s journey. 

INSTAGRAM CONTENT

Required tags:  
 
@spidi_on_track 
@nameoftherider 
#SPIDI
#TESTANDRIDE

DEALER’S POSTS

Throughout the campaign 
dealers are required 
to post at least six times 
on Instagram. This section 
explains the type of content 
which is to be posted. 
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CALENDAR

FEBRUARY

DEALERS’ APPLICATION

 MARCH            APRIL            MAY

RIDERS’ APPLICATION

 MARCH            APRIL            MAY            JUNE            JULY          AUGUST

JOURNEYS

GIVEAWAY + SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT

DECEMBER 

FINALIZATION

FINANCIAL OFFSET*

CAMPAIGN PROMOTION

*The dealer will receive the financial 
offset for the free suit and the discounted 
passenger’s kit at the end of the year.
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